
MKIV SUPRA SPLASH SHIELD
INSTALLATION GUIDE

Thank you for purchasing
our product! Your kit 
should include the 
following:

• (1) Dewla Dezign Splash Shield
• (9) 6MM x 1.0 Body Bolts
• (1) 1/4 Drain Coupler (extra)
• (1) 5/16 Drain Coupler (extra)
• (2) Dewla Dezign Decals

 This installation should be fairly straight-forward; as all bolt holes will 
directly correspond with stock splash shield holes. 

A special note concerning after-market intercooler bottom brackets needs 
to be addressed here. We do not think this is common practice for most 
IC's, but it is worth taking a look at prior to attempting to install the Dewla 
Dezign Splash Shield. IC's will have brackets that bolt from the bottom of 
the IC core, to the lower core support of the vehicle. If your bottom IC core 
brackets bolt to the bottom of the the lower core support, they will need to 
be relocated on top side of the lower core support before this shield can be 
installed. 

AC lines will also need to be looked at prior to installation. If you are 
running larger IC piping that requires you to bend your AC lines on the 
drivers side. You will need to make sure that the shield will clear these lines. 
We have seen worked examples where the AC lines were properly fitted 
with 3.5 and 4" IC piping. So this should be an achievable task if it needs to 
be addressed. 



 We did our very best to give you as much clearance as possible for lower 
AC lines. Being that the more clearance provided to AC lines, provides less 
clearance to the ground. (For a reference point), the splash shield is dead 
even with the bottom of our RMM front lip and most other common after-
market lips. If your car is "SLAMMED" it may cause ground clearance 
issues and ride height will need to be addressed.

STEP 1: 

(If you are installing this part on a rack/lift you can skip these 
precautionary steps.)

On a flat level surface> chalk rear wheels> set vehicle in park or gear> apply 
parking brake

Jack vehicle front end> set jack-stands> ensure that the vehicle is stable 
prior to starting installation 

STEP 2: 

(If applicable) Remove stock (OEM) splash shield 

STEP 3:

You have been provided with 4 drain couplers. (2) pre-installed in the 
splash shield prior to delivery.(1 x 1/4") (1 x 5/16") 

(2) Extra of each size are supplied in your hardware bag. We found that the
5/16 inch diameter fits our radiator drain hose. Where the 1/4" coupler fits
the stock battery drain hose. (we are uncertain of their originality to OE)

If for some reason your hose sizes have been altered, we have provided 1 
extra of each size to accommodate whatever combination necessary. 

Check the hose ID sizing with the two spare couplers provided prior to 
installation of the splash shield. 

With our prototype car, we found that they were located as specified in the 
picture below.



Fix whatever combination necessary for your application then proceed to step
4.

STEP 4:

 Lay the Splash Shield shipping box underneath your vehicle between the 
radiator core support and cross-member. 

Rest the the Dewla Dezign Splash shield on this box while you connect your 
drain hoses to corresponding couplers in the shield. (DO NOT TAKE THE 
COUPLERS OUT) 

You will need to attach the hoses while pressing on the bottom side of the 
nipples to ensure that the do not come out while installing the hoses. Now 
proceed to step 5. 



BOLT LOCATIONS:

STEP 5:
 After securing your drain lines. Proceed with final installation of the part.

There are (9) 6mm x 1.0 TPI bolts supplied within your hardware kit. 

Bolts ready at hand, place the splash shield (rear side first -(4 holes)) around the 
ears of the lower cross-member, then flush against the the radiator core support 
(Front (5 holes) Front and rear bolt locations in RED 

We find it easiest to start all the rear bolts, then proceed to the front. Be sure to 
start all bolts prior to torquing any of them down. 

Once all bolts are started, torque to 5ft lbs. 

You have completed the installation of your Dewla Dezign Splash Shield! 

Thank you for purchasing our latest part for the MKIV Supra. We have many 
ideas in the works for the future on this chassis, and are excited to be apart of 
this fantastic market. If for any reason you need help with installation or have 
issues with your part. Feel free to contact us immediately so we can address any 
concerns you may have. 



Please Note: 

Some bare aluminum splash shields may have slight marring near the relief (as 
pictured below.) Do not worry, this is part of the joggle process and will be 
covered up by the following part that connects to the front fascia and you will 
no longer see it. We are aware that it is present, but were not concerned due to 
it being covered with the next part in succession.

sales@dewladezign.com / 1-888-284-6583 For Support  
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